
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 1 

(2nd March 2023) 



SYMULATE 
 

 

 

 

Consulting 

 
Date- 02/03/2023 

Platform- Google Meet 

Timing- 2.00 p.m. to 6 p.m. 

 
The third and final round of the Consulting event, called Bidancy, was held online on Google 

Meet. Participants had to answer a quiz on Kahoot! The points they earned by answering the quiz 

were their bidding currency for the auction on types of consultancies. They had to solve 2 case 

studies based on the consultancies they bid for. The winners of the event will be announced on 

3rd March. 

 
Marketing and Sales 

 
Date : 2nd Match 2023 

Platform: Google Meet 

Timings: 11 am To 5 pm 

 



Symulate, Wing of Sympulse’23 arranged a marketing and sales centered event on the second day. 

There were five people present. It was a contest where the competitors' marketing, brand-building, 

negotiating, and pitching abilities were put to the test. It mostly consisted of three rounds. Students 

in the first round of "Marketing Musketeers" were given a particular niche to establish a brand in, 

and they then had to present it. Also, they were given the opposing target audience and ordered to 

prepare a presentation for it. The next stage was the "Wicked Show," when contestants were given 

the roles of villains and were required to create a web series with them as the main characters and 

a marketing plan for its promotion. The final round was the "Deception Game," where students 

were put under a group discussion, and they had to guess the marketing strategy allotted to the 

other team. The event was a success. 



ANANYA 
 

 

Cultural Evening 

 
Date- 2nd March 2023 

Platform- Amphitheatre 

Time- 4:30 PM to 6:30 PM 

 
 

A variety of events were held for the audience's amusement during the informal portion of 

Sympulse. The night started with a performance by the dancing club of our college "Step Up". 

Dhruv Singhal performed a humorous roast and toast session after that. In a brand-new segment 

named the Sympulse Awards, the organising committee members and the departments alike 

received humorous honours. 

 

 
The evening's activities included a fashion display in which participants were students from 

several institutions.The initiate cell of our college also had a dance performance at the event which 

was followed by an extremely powerful performance by the college band Encore, after which the 

results of the fashion show were announced. 



Fashion Fiesta 

 
Date- 2nd march 2023 

Timings- 5.45 pm to 6.30 pm 

Platform: Amphitheatre 

 
A fashion show event was planned, giving the participants an incredible platform to showcase 

their skills and individual sense of style. Twelve participants on the ramp walk were featured 

in the performance, which showcased their youthful energy and ingenuity. "Bejeweled" was 

the theme. Adhiraj and Kashika served as the hosts. She was Mrs. Rama, the judge. Shivika 

took first place in the competition, with Harshita and Diya taking second and third, 

respectively. "Birds of Paradyse" gave hampers to all of the winners. 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

FIFA 

 
Date- 2nd march 2023 

Timings- 1.30 pm to 4 pm 

Platform- TY A 

 

 
Day 2 of FIFA was as thrilling and exciting as Day 1. It was hosted in TY A where the matches 

were streamed on the projector. FIFA was an incredibly exciting game that captivated gamers. 

With its realistic graphics, smooth gameplay, and immersive sound effects, FIFA transported 

players onto the field and makes them feel like they were part of the action. With endless 

possibilities for strategy and teamwork, every match was a new adventure that kept players 

coming back for more. From the thrill of scoring the winning goal to the excitement of making 

a game-changing save, FIFA was a game that truly had it all. The winners of the event were 

Ashwyn, Emad, and Saksham Arora. All in all, it was a successful event. 



 
 

 

Mono Acting 

 
Date- 02/03/2023 

Platform- Zoom 

Timing- 12.30 p.m. to 1.30 p.m. 

 
Mono Acting was an event held online on Zoom. The guest judge was actor Shruti Seth. 

Participants had submitted a pre-recorded video of their acting monologue, which was shared in 

the meeting. The winner was Devanshi Sharma, the first runner-up was Diivyanshu Sharma, and 

the second runner-up was Mihika Arora. 



SIMUNC 
 

Opening ceremony 

 
Date: 2nd Match, 2023 

Time: 9:30 am to 10:30 am 

Duration: 1.5 hours 

Platform: Google Meet 

 
The Model United Nations Wing of Sympulse, SIMUNC conducted an Opening Ceremony to 

introduce the events hosted by it, namely: United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) and 

the All India Political Parties Meet (AIPPM). The event started right on time. The event 

commenced with an opening speech. The participants were introduced to SIMUNC. 

 
The AIPPM had consideration for the union budget, whereas the UNHRC’s agenda was the 

“Deliberation of Human Rights Violation with special emphasis on the Afghanistan Crisis”. The 

AIPPM Moderator was Abeer Tiwari, and the Deputy Moderator was Hiranmai Rao, whereas the 

Chairperson for UNHRC was Sarbanga Mish,ra and the Vice Chairperson was Aman Mathur. 

Overall, the event took place smoothly. 

 

UNHRC 
 

. 



Date: March 2, 2023 

Platform: Zoom 

Hours: 10:30 am–7 pm 

 
Discussions on human rights violations during crisis situations, with a focus on the Afghanistan 

crisis, were on the program for the event. There were a total of 12 delegates who represented 

nations like China, Russia, the UK, and others. The rhetorical spat between the Russian Federation 

and France and Afghanistan's declaration that they would not change any rights not covered by 

sharia law was the event's highlights. At the end of day 1, no resolution was adopted. 

 
 

 

 



SPRINT 
 

Street Style Cricket 

 
Timings- 10.30 am to 2 pm 

Platform- SVC Basketball Ground 

 

 
Street style cricket was a sporting event which was hosted by sprint, the sports wing of 

Sympulse. It had a tournament format with teams knocking out other teams and eventually 

reaching the playoffs. The event took place on the SVC basketball ground. The Quarters, 

Semifinals, and finals were played on Day 2 of Cricket. The winning team was Team Varun. 

All in all, the event was a great success. 

 

 
Badminton 

 
Date: 2nd March 2023 

Time: 11:30 am to 2:30 pm 

No. of Participants: 28 

Incharge: Paras Bhalla 

Location: Wise Sports Academy 



 

 

The badminton event took place according to the rule book. It is an event hosted by Sprint, the 

sports wing of our fest. This was the 2nd day of the tournament being conducted. Overall the 

event was conducted in an orderly manner. The quarter-finals, semi-finals, and finals were 

conducted today. It was a knockout event. There were 3 sets of 15 point games which would be 

conducted in a best of 3 order. The winner of the event was Tejas Khomane from DP Bhosle 

College. The runner up of the event was Atharv Late from the same. 

 

Basketball 

 
Date- 2nd March 2023 

Platform- Symbiosis Law School Basketball Court 

Time- 2:30 PM to 7:30 PM 

 
The boy's basketball tournament was hosted by the sports wing of sympulse "sprint." The 

event had a series of matches that were in the knockout format. 

 
The event was hosted in the basketball court of Symbiosis Law School being sponsored by 

Anytime Fitness, it turned out to be a success with the participation of 6 teams. The participants 

enjoyed and gave positive feedback about the event as well. Today only the league matches were 

hosted, and the finals were played on 3rd March at the same venue. 



 
 

 

Volleyball 

 
Date- 2nd March 2023 

Platform- Symbiosis Law School Volleyball Court 

Time- 2:30 PM to 7:30 PM 

 
The boy's volleyball tournament was hosted by the sports wing of Sympulse "Sprint." The 

event had a series of matches that were in the knockout format. The event was hosted in the 

volleyball court of Symbiosis Law School being sponsored by Anytime Fitness,it turned out 

to be a success with the participation of 7 teams. The participants enjoyed and gave positive 

feedback about the event as well. The winners of the tournament were the Airforce team, and 

MIT stood runners up. 

 
Futsal 

 
Date- 2nd March 2023 

Platform- Symbiosis Law School 

Time- 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM 

 
Futsal was perhaps the longest event of the Sprint. There were ten matches held today with 

over 200 overall participants and 7-8 participants in each team. 



HEADLINES 

 

Texas Hold Em 

 
Hosted By- Headlines 

Date- 2nd March 2023 

Time- 1:00 PM to 3:30 PM 

 
Texas Hold Em was an online poker event which was hosted by "Headlines." The event had 158 

participants. The event had intense moments of betting and folding, which tested the intellectual 

ability of the participants. The event was played in a knock-out format in which only the winner 

of each table proceeded to the next round of the tournament. Illegalmobster was the winner of 

Texas Hold’Em with chips worth ₹1,935. There were more than 40 participants in the event. It 

was, overall a great event with overwhelming participation. 
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